
INTRODUCING THE

PC-248
EZ4U Punch & Electric Coil
Insertion System

The first fully featured Manual Punch and
Electric Coil Inserter with Heavy Duty
Features at an affordable price. Offers
significant productivity gains through
operator driven common sense solutions.

PC-248 Punching Features:

NEW PUNCH & ELECTRIC COILING SYSTEMNEW PUNCH & ELECTRIC COILING SYSTEM

"Over the Top" Punching Power Handle:

Provides a smaller less intrusive foot print allowing the
unit to fit in a limited space area, next to walls or in
corners; no side handle to protrude into adjacent work
areas. More importantly, two hands can be used to
punch heavier lifts, cover stocks, laminations and other
plastics. Reduces operator fatigue and increasing
productivity.

NEW Punch Pin Design:

Provides smooth and clean punching with significantly
less effort than ever before. This combined with the
Power Punching Handle will punch more with less effort.
Additional Productivity Gain.

Exclusive X-Capacity U-view Waste Tray:

Like the other Rhin-O-Tuff punches this unit will never
have down time due to out of sight waste tray overflows.
Waste is always in view on a Rhin-O-Tuff.

Exclusive AccuSet Micrometer Paper Stop:

Paper stop setting has never been as easy even for new
operators. Sets up fast and accurate on all documents.

Quick-Set Punch Pin Pulls:

Easy and accurate pin disengagement on all standard
sizes.

Open Throat and Register Pin:

Easy setting for punching large format documents.

Hole size is .248 pitch X .187:

Hole size recommended by nearly every major
manufacturer. Provides a larger hole for easier coil
insertions and less worry with adequate hole to edge of
sheet margins. Matches hole patterns used in most
major production centers reducing possible hole
compatibility problems. However any Coil Die Pattern
can be provided.

Exclusive 5-way Adjustable Lower Roller:

This free wheeling roller, while not powered, is adjustable to
three settings wide as well as angles for smaller documents.
Effective when coiling books 20mm and up or odd sized
documents in smaller sizes.

Built in Book Former:

Assist the operator in shaping the document for easier coil
insertion.

Air Cooled Electric Power:

Our Rhin-O-Roll inserters are designed to run continuously
because they are air cooled. Therefore foot pedal operation
is not necessary as they can be left on without worry about
heat damage. Our 1 year factory warranty is your assurance
of our confidence. Though not recommend, foot pedal
operation can be provided.

Optional Attached Crimper Head:

The unit includes 1 ea. crimping pliers. In addition, The PC-
248 is designed to allow for a soon to be announced,
"Attachable Crimper Head", and thereby eliminate those lost
or misplaced pliers.

Quality Assurance:

The Rhin-O-Tuff logo is your assurance of quality and our
reminder that we must always maintain that same quality in
each and every product we introduce. Our users are our best
endorsements and we work hard to assure they always will
be.

Superior Grip Powered Upper Roller:

Using oversized roller provides adequate power for nearly
any size coil. Combined with the special superior grip rubber
formula the job is easier than before.

PC-248 Rhin-O-Roll Inserter Features:
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MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRICAL

REQUIREMENTS
WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

VOLTS AC AMPS Hz MACHINE SHIPPING HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

30 lbs. 37 lbs. 8” 14” 14”601115
19” @ Handle


